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The journey so far…
October 2002
– One in four trains late
– A series of accidents 

undermining confidence
– Costs of the railways 

soaring
– Industry instability
– An urgent need to fix

the problems

April 2008
– Nine-in-ten on time
– The railway’s best ever

safety record
– Costs coming down year-on-

year
– A stable industry
– Focus on growing the railway



Ten year growth in passenger 
miles
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A commitment to rail



Strategic Business Plan

• Reflects 5 years of achievement
- late trains halved
- significant efficiency savings
- now safest form of transport

• Plan proposes a £29bn blueprint for 
continued rail success and expansion 
from 2009 – 2014

• Costed, robust and affordable 

• Offers a vision to passengers of a safe, 
modern, comfortable, convenient and 
green train service



Investment across Britain



Growing the railway - Thameslink 



Growing the railway – Crossrail 



Growing the railway

• Not just the big schemes - hundreds of 
smaller investments across the network to 
deliver increased capacity

This means:
• More trains and longer trains, but also a 

better performing network for passengers



Route Utilisation Strategies

• Network Rail coordinated study – on 
behalf of the industry

• Looks at current and forecasts future use 
of the network

• Identifies ‘gaps’ in existing provision in the 
light of future demands

• Proposes interventions consistent with 
funding and RUS timescale
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Looking to the future



Making the most of the network

• Dealing with the growth in demand –
reducing crowding and increasing capacity

• Delivering effective investment
• Meeting the needs of the railway’s users
• A railway available when passengers need 

it – consistently, seven days a week



Dyan Crowther

Route Director, LNE
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